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Word Count = 457

“Cats like to hide, and sometimes they get lost. Everyone in Grace’s 
family helped her to hunt for Leo when he was missing. They tried 
to cheer her up when she was unhappy. Where do you think Leo 
was hiding?”

•  Retell events of story in sequence.

•  Recognise synonyms:  soft/gentle  unhappy/sad

•  Study adverbs using suffix –ly:  sadly  quietly  softly

•  Discuss prefix  changing to opposite meaning: un  unhappy

•  Note double consonant after single vowel:  humming

•  Identify soft  sound:  g gentle  ginger  change

•  Compare hard and soft  sounds:  c notice  Grace  carefully 

•  Identify antonyms:  sad/happy  high/low  wet/dry

•  Focus on silent letters:  listen  right  answer  laugh

•  Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc. (back cover).

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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answer    change    else    even    every    family    miss    sure
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     , .  Grace loved her fat ginger cat Leo When she

   ,     couldn’t find him anywhere she was unhappy and

.      worried All the family helped to look for him

.     ,   outside They called and called his name but Leo

 .    . didn’t answer He wasn’t in the garden or the shed
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"  ,"  ,    . Cheer up said Mum giving Grace a hug  

"      .    I'm sure that you’ll find him soon He might be

    ." sleeping somewhere inside the house

"     ,"  . "   I miss him so much said Grace I wish he was  

  ."here right now
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     , Dad tried to cheer her up by making funny faces

     .    but Grace didn’t laugh at all She was so unhappy

 . "    ,"   .without Leo I’m worried about him she told Dad



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
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